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Abstract
1. Biodiversity offsetting is a tool to balance ecological damage caused by human 

activity with new benefits created elsewhere. Offsetting is implemented by pro-
tecting, restoring or managing sufficiently large areas of habitat. While there are 
concerns about the true feasibility of offsetting, they are becoming a common 
policy tool world-wide. Operationally uncomplicated, quantitative approaches to 
spatial analysis of offsets are rare and their use is often restricted by the availabil-
ity of suitable spatial data.

2. We describe a practical method for offsets that builds upon two layers of rela-
tively easily sourced spatial data, a balanced spatial priority ranking and a weighted 
range size rarity map. Together with (a) spatial information about impact and off-
set areas, and (b) extra parameters for the effectiveness of avoided loss and the 
amount of leakage expected, we can evaluate whether the proposed offset ex-
change represents a credible no net loss or net positive impact with an upward 
trade. The priority ranking and range size rarity maps can be produced in various 
ways, most notably using existing conservation planning tools. Here we used the 
standard outputs of the Zonation spatial prioritization software.

3. We illustrate the method and associated visualization in the context of offsetting 
of boreal forests in Finland, where forests experience high and increasing pres-
sures from forestry and bioenergy sectors. The example is timely as there is po-
litical demand for the uptake of biodiversity offset policies in Finland, and boreal 
forests are the most common biotope.

4. The methods described here are applicable to biomes around the world. The de-
scribed tools are made available as r scripts that utilize standard Zonation outputs, 
thus providing direct linkage to any past or future Zonation applications. As a limi-
tation, the present methods only apply to avoided loss offsets.
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1  | INTRODUC TION

Human activity such as clearing of natural habitats for agriculture 
or development usually causes ecological loss. In the biodiversity 
offsetting, ecological losses are balanced out by ecological gains 
generated elsewhere through habitat restoration, establishment 
of new protected areas or other conservation actions (Gibbons & 
Lindenmayer, 2007; McKenney & Kiesecker, 2010).

Offsetting is the last stage of the mitigation hierarchy in which the 
ecological loss is (a) first avoided altogether, (b) secondly, minimized by 
appropriate project design, (c) thirdly, corrected by local rehabilitation 
(habitat restoration), and finally, (d) remaining loss is offset elsewhere. 
The often-stated goal of biodiversity offsetting is no net loss (NNL), 
meaning that all ecological losses are balanced by commensurate gains 
(Gibbons & Lindenmayer, 2007; Maron et al., 2018). Concerns have 
been voiced about the credibility of offsets to provide NNL for ecolog-
ical systems, which are inherently both dimensionally and functionally 
highly complex (Bekessy et al., 2010; Gibbons et al., 2016; Gordon, 
Bull, Wilcox, & Maron, 2015; Spash, 2015; Walker, Brower, Stephens, 
& Lee, 2009). In addition, there is evidence of incomplete or even com-
pletely missing implementation and/or monitoring of outcomes (e.g. 
May, Hobbs, & Valentine, 2017). Yet, offsets are becoming a common 
policy tool and practice in many countries, with a recent review finding 
of over 13,000 offset cases globally (Bull & Strange, 2018).

Designing and evaluating credible offsets to balance-out typically 
immediate and often permanent ecological losses is a non-trivial task. 
One of the challenges is the question of equivalency, that is, how to 
compare the complex biological values of two sites when only a small 
fraction of biodiversity can be measured and no two sites are identical 
(Maron et al., 2016). Similarly, offset evaluation is required to account 
for temporal and spatial dimensions, that is, how offset gains develop 
through time, their additionality to and interaction with other actions 
in the wider landscape and the uncertainty in expected biodiversity 
gains. Recently, many quantitative ways of handling biodiversity in off-
setting have been developed (e.g. Mandle et al., 2016; Maseyk et al., 
2016; Pouzols, Burgman, & Moilanen, 2012). Most of these approaches 
are non-spatial and focus on ecological equivalence. Rarely do they 
also incorporate other significant factors of offset accounting such as 
time frames, additionality and leakage of negative impacts to other 
areas (Moilanen & Kotiaho, 2018, but see Peterson, Maron, Moillanen, 
Bekessy, & Gordon, 2018). Availability of data for parameterizing such 
factors in non-spatial models is often an obstacle. Consequently, and 
enforced by the highly diverse offset policies and requirements, there 
exists no commonly adopted methods for offset design and evaluation.

Spatial conservation prioritization (SCP) methods provide an-
other promising avenue for designing and analysing offsets. In con-
servation science, SCP methods are used to integrate data about 
distributions of species, habitats, ecosystem services, costs and 
threats, to identify priority areas that support land use and conserva-
tion planning (Kujala, Lahoz-Monfort, Elith, & Moilanen, 2018). SCP 
methods have been adopted world-wide to design reserve networks 
and their expansions, target habitat restoration and plan for ecologi-
cal impact avoidance (Kukkala & Moilanen, 2013). They are powerful 

decision support tools that can account for spatial interactions and 
distill information on complex problems across thousands of biodi-
versity features into a single spatial map. Yet, applications of SCP that 
systematically include factors relevant for offset design are still rare 
(Moilanen & Kotiaho, 2018). As with other offsetting methods, the 
use of SCP methods is restricted by the lack of information on the 
many ecological impacts of offset trades and their spatial interac-
tions, particularly when simultaneously assessing many species.

Here we describe a practical spatial method that builds on exist-
ing offset tools by combining typical SCP outputs with information 
on the time frame, leakage and uncertainty in offset returns to evalu-
ate the parity of losses and gains in offset proposals. The method can 
be used to evaluate out-of-kind offsets, where one type of biodiver-
sity is traded to another (Habib, Farr, Schneider, & Boutin, 2013), and 
like-for-like offsets, where only trades within the same habitat type 
are allowed but which do not require verified like-for-like offsets for 
all species. The focus is to provide a straightforward spatial analysis 
to a highly complex problem, accounting for the multiple dimensions 
of biodiversity across spatial and temporal scales. We describe the 
theory of the approach and illustrate its use with a case study of bo-
real forest offsetting in Finland, Europe. In this application, we utilize 
the standard output of the SCP software Zonation v.4.0 (Moilanen 
et al., 2005), but these data layers could be produced with other 
SCP methods as well. The proposed method applies specifically to 
avoided loss offsets, in which protection of an offset area leads to 
(passive) the improvement in habitat quality and/or prevents further 
habitat deterioration and loss, and which is one of the most common 
form of biodiversity offsets world-wide (Bull & Strange, 2018). Using 
avoided loss requires that there exist anthropogenic pressures that 
are alleviated through protection, which applies to many forested re-
gions around the world. The application is highly relevant for Finland, 
where forest is the most widespread environment (~75% of land area) 
and faces high and increasing economic utilization pressures.

2  | MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1 | Study area and spatial data

For years, spatial prioritizations to assist decisions around forest con-
servation in Finland have been produced by the government funded 
Finnish Environment Institute and Metsähallitus Parks & Wildlife 
Finland (Finnish government´s forest office) together with univer-
sity researchers (Mikkonen, Leikola, Lahtinen, Lehtomäki, & Halme, 
2018). These analyses utilize several data, including (a) ground-truth 
calibrated high-resolution satellite imagery and air borne laser scan-
ning of forest characteristics; (b) field survey data of forest stands; 
(c) habitats of special importance for biodiversity (Finnish Forest Act 
10 §); (d) implemented forest management actions; (e) drainage of 
forests; and (f) IUCN Red Listed forest species observations. Using 
Zonation v.4.0, the project has produced priority maps that identify 
ecologically relevant priority areas for forest conservation, while 
also accounting for loss of local habitat quality due to past forestry 
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actions: In the Finnish context, forest management and drainage 
of wet and boggy forests translate into reduced natural quality de-
pending on management intensity.

The forest data, covering entire Finland (284,000 km2), include 
information on soil fertility and tree species present, meaning that 
the prioritizations capture forests of different productivity and tree 
species composition. Independent evaluations of the priority rank-
ings have found that the prioritizations correlate well with indicators 
of ecological quality of forests (Lehtomäki, Tuominen, Toivonen, & 
Leinonen, 2015). We used the outputs of the latest prioritization 
solution (Mikkonen et al., 2018), available at 96 × 96 m resolution, 
as the inputs in our analysis (described in detail below). For the pur-
pose of the present analysis, and to allow better visualization of data 
and results, we focus on the Uusimaa province in Southern Finland, 
which includes the capital district.

2.2 | Data components for offset calculations

Our proposed approach requires four spatial input data (Table 1), 
two of which can be produced using an SCP method. This section 
explains the main data, their role in the offset-calculations and the 
concepts utilized in this work.

2.2.1 | Conservation priority layer

The first input is the conservation priority ranking of spatial units 
(pixels), which give the rank priority of each unit, scaled between 0 
(lowest priority) and 1 (highest priority). This data layer distils distri-
bution and local occurrence data of individual biodiversity features 
(species, habitats, ecosystem services) into a single map, and can be 
used to compare the conservation value of protecting different sites 
either across habitat types (out-of-kind trades) or within the same 
habitat (like-for-like trades). Zonation produces this standard output 
through an iterative process in which, at each iteration, the conserva-
tion value of all units are assessed based on input data and the least 
important remaining spatial unit is identified and removed from the 
analysis. The removal order defines the conservation priority rank of 
each unit, most important units being those that are removed last. 
An important component of the ranking process is that the amount 
of values remaining for each feature is tracked throughout the pri-
oritization. This information is used to maintain a balanced repre-
sentation of all features through the ranking (Moilanen et al., 2005, 
2011). Consequently, the dimensionality of biodiversity is preserved 
through the analysis process and a favourable balance (complemen-
tarity) between features is maintained in the solution so that a set of 
top priority areas together represent all biodiversity features.

Input and symbol
Compulsory 
(yes/no) Explanation

Spatial data

Priority rank 
map, R

Y Standard output of many spatial prioritization tools, 
such as Zonation. Relative priority ranking that is 
linearly scaled through the landscape to the interval 
[0,1]. When produced with methods that account for 
complementarity, the top priority areas in the rank 
map retain balance between all features (species, 
habitats, etc.) used in analysis

Weighted range 
size rarity map, 
W

Y Weighted sum of the fraction of features' total 
distributions present in a cell, calculated for all cells 
and across included biodiversity features. This map 
has absolute scaling but lacks complementarity 
between features

Impact area(s), L Y Map that gives the areas lost. Although loss is often 
complete, we allow the fraction of loss [0,1] per pixel 
to be marked

Offset areas, O Y Map of areas offered as offset

Forest age, a N Used here to calculate expected avoided loss for a 
pixel (relates to forest maturity)

Map of recently 
clear-cut areas

N Showing forest coups within the study area (Uusimaa) 
that have been clear-cut in the past 20 years. Used 
for calculating leakage

Parameters

Time discount 
rate, d

Y Rate parameter for time discounting, we used 2% for 
purpose of demonstration

Avoided loss 
rate, r

Y Yearly rate of how quickly avoided loss gains 
accumulate. Based on information of past clearing 
(Vaahtera et al., 2018), we use the average 7% annual 
clearing rate for harvesting of mature forests in Finland

TA B L E  1   Input data and parameters 
used in the present example
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In the prioritization process, Zonation can account for, among 
other things, weights given to features, costs and types of connectivity 
(Lehtomäki & Moilanen, 2013). The approach is not described here in 
detail as this information is extensively covered in earlier publications 
and many freely available software manuals (Moilanen et al., 2014).

For the purpose of biodiversity offsetting, the weakness of the pri-
ority rank maps is that spatial units are ranked (ordered) linearly from 
0 to 1, and these ranks are not comparable in the additive sense. For 
example, a cell with rank 0.6 is not necessarily twice as good as a cell 
with rank 0.3. For this reason, priority-ranking maps always need to 
be interpreted with additional information, which give the absolute 
occurrence levels of features in any chosen top or bottom fraction of 
the landscape. If, for example, biodiversity is concentrated to few lo-
cations in the landscape, it could be that the top ranked areas of the 
landscape include almost all the remaining biodiversity. This potential 
concentration of biodiversity is not apparent from the ranking alone, 
which brings us to the second main input of the proposed method.

2.2.2 | Range size weighted richness

The second main spatial data are a weighted range size rarity layer. 
Range size rarity is calculated for each spatial unit (pixel), and is the 
sum of the fractions of biodiversity features' ranges inside the unit 
(Williams et al., 1996). For example, if a grid cell includes 1% of a fea-
ture's distribution, the feature contributes 0.01 to range size rarity of 
that cell. The weighted range size rarity layer can be produced manu-
ally, but here we used a layer produced as output from a Zonation 
analysis. During recent years, range size rarity and its close relative, 
richness of small range species, have been proposed as a metric di-
rectly useful for conservation decision-making (Ceballos & Ehrlich, 
2006; Jenkins, Pimm, & Joppa, 2013). These measures account for 
both the presence and rarity (range size) of all features in the spatial 
unit and have the strength that spatial units are comparable in the ab-
solute sense. Hence, one could imagine using range size rarity directly 
to evaluate offset trades. However, the weakness of range size rarity 
is that it flattens the dimensions of biodiversity into a one-dimensional 
metric. This is relevant especially if the data includes biotopes with 
different levels of richness and rarity: biotopes with high richness 
and rarity may override other biotopes with intrinsically lower rich-
ness or rarity of species. If a set of high-priority areas is chosen based 
on range size rarity alone, there is no guarantee that all species and 
biotopes are represented in the chosen areas. Hence, balance (com-
plementarity) of the spatial solution is not guaranteed. We therefore 
propose that for offset calculations the combined information of both 
weighted range size rarity and priority rank of sites is needed.

2.2.3 | Avoided loss

The third main component of the present work is avoided loss. In 
avoided loss offsets, pressures impacting an area are removed (or re-
duced) via protection. This leads to environmental gains compared to 

a situation where those pressures are allowed to continue. It is im-
portant to understand that gains from avoided loss only develop over 
time: first year following protection, hardly anything has had time 
to improve. Consequently, the rate by which avoided loss generates 
gains is an important quantity. In the proposed approach, we define an 
avoided loss function over time, which is the time discounted over a 
specific evaluation time frame to provide estimate of gains (Moilanen 
& Kotiaho, 2018). As our case example focuses on forests of eco-
nomic value, we use spatial data on average stand age, as the basis of 
avoided loss calculation. Implementing avoided loss (protection) also 
incurs costs. Although relevant, they are not directly considered here, 
as the primary aim is to understand which of the proposed sites are 
acceptable offsets. Costs of avoided loss can be accounted for post 
hoc through for example, a cost-benefit analysis of the acceptable 
sites to further explore best offset options (not done here).

2.2.4 | Leakage

The fourth main component is leakage. It means that pressures tar-
geted by avoided loss relocate, fully or partially, instead of being 
cancelled by protection (Ewers & Rodrigues, 2008; Moilanen & 
Laitila, 2016; van Oosterzee, Blignaut, & Bradshaw, 2012). Leakage 
is a particular issue for species and habitats that are under high uti-
lization pressures, such as commercially utilized forests. Leakage re-
duces gains from avoided loss offsets: if a fraction p of pressures 
leak, offset area needs to be increased by a multiplier 1/p for NNL to 
be achieved (Moilanen & Laitila, 2016). Accurate calculation of leak-
age also requires knowledge on the ecological impact of the leaked 
pressures, that is, what is the average loss the relocated pressures 
are likely to produce elsewhere. Here we used spatial data on forest 
age, their priority rank and rarity weighted richness, together with 
information on recently (in past 20 years) clear-cut areas to calcu-
late impact of leakage (details below). In the Finnish case, where all 
unprotected forests are predominantly under economic utilization, 
leakage can be arguably assumed to affect both private and pub-
lic forests similarly. Other case studies may require more tenure- 
sensitive leakage calculations.

2.3 | Algorithm for offset evaluation

As discussed, spatial priority rankings and range size rarity have dif-
ferent weaknesses from the perspective of offsetting. Therefore, we 
take the element-wise product, marked M, of these two maps to rep-
resent the biodiversity value of each pixel. Areas with high M-values 
are important both in the absolute sense (range size rarity) and from 
the perspective of efficient, balanced representation of features 
(ranking). Areas with low values either have general lack of biodi-
versity or are least useful in representing all features in an efficient 
manner. Losses caused by forest clearing are then measured from 
the M-map, but calculation of gains requires that leakage, avoided 
loss and time discounting are also accounted for.
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2.3.1 | Algorithm for evaluation of avoided 
loss offsets

1. Generate new spatial layer M by multiplying priority ranking 
layer R and rarity layer W element by element, M = R × W.

2. Use the loss layer L, which delineates the loss area, to extract loss 
histogram from M. That is, collect a set of numbers by selecting 
those from L × M that are greater than zero. Note that L has values 
[0,1], where 1 marks a total loss of biological values due to clear-
ing, and 0 no loss. We denote this quantity HL, the histogram of 
losses. For convenience, we mark NL = count of pixels that have 
positive loss, and SL = the sum of losses: this is the aggregate loss 
that needs to be compensated by gains (Figure 1).

3. Use prospective offset area layer O, delineating area proposed as 
offset, to collect histogram of potential gains (HP) from M as in 
step 2. This histogram will be corrected for avoided loss, leakage 
and time discounting before comparison of gains and losses can 
be completed (below).

4. First offset verification step, which is optional. In the Finnish for-
est case, we require that the offset areas (HP) are overall better 
than the areas lost (HL), HP > HL, which implies that the entire 
offset operation has the characteristic of trading up (Habib et al., 
2013). This is done by examining pixels in HL in order of highest 
value to lowest and comparing them to likewise ranked pixels in 
HP. Here we require that for each pixel in HL there needs to be a 
pixel in HP with a higher M-value (i.e. either higher conservation 
value or rarity-weighted richness or both). As a complication, we 
also require that the offset area needs to be larger than the im-
pact area, that is, HP needs to have more pixels than HL. Hence, 
the requirement is changed so that for each pixel in HL, there 
has to be Nh better pixels in HP (Nh being a small positive integer,  

1, 2, 3, 4, …; each pixel can only be used once in the evaluation). 
If HP > HL in the sense described in this step, then the exchange 
satisfies the condition of trading up. For our example case study, 
we define Nh = 2.

5. Application of leakage. In avoided loss offsets, avoided loss is 
paired with leakage. If there is avoided loss potential, offset areas 
are by definition subject to utilization pressures, which may re-
locate elsewhere following protection. We describe handling of 
leakage for the Finnish case in a separate section (below). In the 
algorithm, the generic effect of leakage is simply the following: a 
quantity Qleakage is subtracted from the M-value of each pixel in Hp 
converting it to a new set of numbers marked as Hq = Hp − Qleakage.

6. Application of avoided loss and time discounting. The leakage- 
corrected offset potential histogram Hq is transformed into an offset 
gains histogram HG by applying a combination of avoided loss and 
time discounting to each pixel. Note that although the benefits of 
avoided loss and time discounting need to be addressed in all avoided 
loss offsetting, the construction of the avoided loss gain function 
and selection of suitable discount rate would be highly case-specific.

In the Finnish case, we construct the avoided loss gain 
 function as follows. First, we specify an evaluation timeframe, 
TE = 30 time steps (years). Until the age of TC = 60 years, the 
loss rate of forest is zero, meaning that a forest under that  
age would never be clear cut and there hence is no immediate 
avoided loss gain of protecting it (Figure 2). After the forest reaches  
TC, an approximate yearly clear-cut rate is applied (7% annually, 

F I G U R E  1   Schematic histograms of loss and gain when 
accounting for leakage, avoided loss and time discounting. 
(a) Pixels lost have biodiversity values measured by M, visualized 
as a histogram. (b) Likewise, the prospective offset area has an 
M-histogram. As the first criteria, we require that the quality of 
gain area has to be better than the quality of loss area, meaning 
that potential gains need to be to the right of losses on the M-axis. 
(c) True gains become reduced by leakage, avoided loss and time 
discounting, moving the M-histogram for gains to the left. The 
second requirement is that the mass of histogram (c) needs to be 
higher than mass of (a). Mass can be visualized if the y-axis of the 
plot is M*(pixel count) instead of pixel count (not shown)

(a) Potential loss

0 1

(b) Potential gain

0 1

(c) Estimated gain

0 1

M

Pi
xe

l c
ou

nt

F I G U R E  2   Avoided loss function and time discounting. (a) The 
value of avoided loss is discounted, so that immediate gains are valued 
higher than those that become realized in the future. Here shown 
for a 30-year period with a discounting rate of 2%. (b) In the Finnish 
forest setting, avoided loss value accumulates only after forests 
reach harvest maturity, around age of Tc = 60 years (grey vertical 
line). Avoided loss function further depends on annual harvesting 
rate (here 7%) and proportion of forest never harvested (10%). (c) The 
multiplier used to calculate avoided loss value for forest stands 
between of different age, assuming a TE = 30-year evaluation period 
and combining time discounting (a) and avoided loss (b) functions

(a)

(b) (c)
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r = 0.07, Table 1). It is also assumed that a small fraction of 
forest owners (fn = 0.1) are primarily interested in maintain-
ing the forest even in the presence of economic incentive. 
Therefore, fraction of fn of the proposed offset site would never 
be cleared and does not contribute to the avoided loss gain.
The avoided loss gain function A(t) is then defined as:

where t is time in 1-year increments and n = t − TC, the number of 
years after the forest has reached harvesting maturity (Figure 2b). 
We also utilize a time discounting function D(t) = (1 − d)t (Figure 2a), 
in which t is years into the future until end of evaluation period TE is 
reached and d is the time discount parameter (here 2%, i.e. d = 0.02).

We mark by v the value of a pixel in the leakage-corrected 
potential gains histogram Hq and by a the age of forest in the 
same pixel (Figure 2c). We omit use of subscripts for pixel 
identity as the calculation is just repeated for every pixel. 
Then avoided loss for the pixel is calculated as:

(i)   If forest age a < (TC − TE), gain g = 0 and the pixel receives 
value 0 in HG. This is because the forest is so young that it is 
not in danger of being lost during the evaluation time frame.

(ii)   If a > TC, then forest has reached harvesting age and is in 
immediate danger of being cut. The harvesting rate applies 
for the full duration of the evaluation time frame. The true 
gain of protecting the pixel is calculated by applying time dis-
counting on the avoided loss function.

(iii)  If (TC − TE) < a < TC, then the forest is not immediately old 
enough to be harvested, but it will become so during the eval-
uation time frame. Gains become reduced, because avoided 
loss gains only start accumulating after the harvesting age is 
reached.

7. Second verification step. As was done for losses in step 2, we cal-
culate the sum of gains, SG, from gains histogram HG. We require 
that SG > SL.

8. If both verification steps pass, we conclude that the proposed offset 
presents a general upward trade and that the sum of gains is equal or 
greater than the sum of losses after accounting for avoided loss, leak-
age and time discounting, meaning that the trade is NNL or better.

If either of the verification steps fails, one can extend or 
change the offsets areas and redo the calculation. One can 
also accept the trade, with the understanding that the NNL 

requirements for an offset are not met, but instead the trade 
represents a partial compensation that may require further 
sociopolitical decisions on their acceptability.

2.4 | Calculation of leakage

Consideration of leakage will involve case-specific calculations. 
Here leakage was estimated as follows. When a forest block be-
comes protected, utilization pressures will relocate to areas where 
forest is old enough to be harvested, that is, >60 years of age. With 
spatial information on forest stand age, we calculated the aver-
age M values of pixels at harvesting maturity (qU) in the Uusimaa 
province to represent the ecological value of sites likely to be tar-
geted following relocation of pressures. However, in boreal forest 
systems, clear-cutting of forest coups does not automatically lead 
to the entire loss ecological quality. In Finland, clear-cut areas are 
often surrounded by forest and natural recovery of ground vegeta-
tion is relatively rapid. We therefore used average M values of pixels 
that have been clear-cut in past 20 years (qL) as reference for eco-
logical value following clear-cutting. For the Uusimaa province qL 
is ~5% of the value of qU, which is of similar magnitude to national 
estimates of 10% of the ecological value retained in clear-cut areas 
(Mikkonen et al., 2018). The difference qU – qL then represents the 
average leakage Qleakage that relocates to other areas in Uusimaa 
following forest protection. This value is subtracted pixel-wise from 
potential gains hp.

3  | RESULTS

The hypothetical development site L is a 38-ha area in the east-
ern part of province Uusimaa, covered by on average 60-year old 
forest with some trees reaching the age of >80 years (Figure 3). 
We assume that the development of this site results in the total 
loss of the forest and associated biodiversity values. The pro-
posed six candidate sites (Figure 3, A–F) for offsetting the im-
pact are all larger than the impact site (70–160 ha) and vary in 
their average stand age (45–65 years) and associated M-values 
(Table 2).

Using the algorithm described above, we find that offset can-
didates D and E fail to meet the first criteria set for an acceptable 
offset (HP > Nh × HL). That is, they do not have enough pixels with 
higher values to those lost at site L when the multiplier Nh is set to 
two. While site D has the most mature forest across candidate sites 
(Table 2) and a relatively high average M-value (Figure 4), it has the 
smallest area of unprotected forests, leading to inadequate offset 
size. Site E in turn has relatively low M-values. Hence, we exclude 
these sites from further considerations.

After the benefits of each site have been corrected for leak-
age (Hq) and avoided loss and time discounting (HG), the expected 
offset gains of sites B, C and F are markedly reduced and C and F 
consequently do not meet our second criteria for an acceptable 
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offset (SG > SL). Of the six original candidate locations only two 
(A and B) meet both criteria for an acceptable offset. Both sites 
are relatively large and particularly site A contains forest that has 
high M-values and is near harvesting maturity. Site B is younger 
and has moderate M-values compared to A, but being over four 
times larger as the lost site L, it accumulates enough benefits to 
pass both criteria.

4  | DISCUSSION

Evaluation of offset proposals is often hindered by the lack of data and 
methods that allow a landscape level assessment of spatial and tem-
poral impacts of offset trades. Here, we have demonstrated a method 
for evaluating avoided loss biodiversity offset scenarios using rela-
tively easily accessible spatial information and parameters describing 

F I G U R E  3   Study area (left large panel) and details of the impact site (L) and potential offset locations (A–F). Map colours give the  
M-values on a logarithmic scale. Currently protected areas are shown in dark green. White areas are non-forest habitats. Inset map shows 
Finland, the province of Uusimaa (in grey), and the location of the study area (red line)

TA B L E  2   Characteristics of impact and offset areas. The table gives the area and average tree stand age for each site. For the impact site, 
the estimated loss HL is given as a sum of M-values across all pixels on the site. For each offset candidate, the potential gain (HP), leakage 
corrected gain (Hq) and the final gain (HQ) are given. Similarly, for each offset site the table shows whether they pass (Y/N) the two different 
offset success criteria, C1 and C2

 ID
Area  
(ha)

Age 
(years) HL/HP

C1:  
HP > Nh × HL Hq HG

C2: 
SG > SL

Development L 37.8 59.8 2.14 × 10–5     

Offset A 140.1 58.9 196 × 10–5 Y 194 × 10–5 76.0 × 10–5 Y

B 161.3 47.4 24.5 × 10–5 Y 22.5 × 10–5 7.65 × 10–5 Y

C 123.5 45.4 10.3 × 10–5 Y 8.93 × 10–5 1.15 × 10–5 N

D 72.8 65.9 10.8 × 10–5 N — — —

E 131.8 49.9 4.87 × 10–5 N — — —

F 130.9 47.7 7.95 × 10–5 Y 6.47 × 10–5 1.86 × 10–5 N
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leakage, time discounting and effectiveness of avoided loss. Globally 
66% of biodiversity offsets implement avoided loss as compensa-
tory action either solely or together with other offset activities (Bull 
& Strange, 2018), illustrating the extent to which such tools could be 
used.

There are prior studies in which some form of spatial prioritiza-
tion has been used for designing offsets (Kujala, Whitehead, Morris, 
& Wintle, 2015; Maseyk et al., 2016; Moilanen, 2013). Where eco-
logical loss of development for individual species is known and spa-
tial layers representing gains from offset action exist, it is possible to 
set adequate offset targets and use SCP for solving the optimization 
problem directly (e.g. Kujala et al., 2015). However, spatial data to 
run such optimizations are rarely available. Also, options for both 
impact and offset areas are much more frequently limited by land 
tenure and ownership, implying that a scenario-based investigation 
will often suffice. For those common situations, the proposed ap-
proach offers a plausible quantitative tool to assess offset proposals.

Consequently, the present work differs from studies using di-
rect spatial optimization for offset design in several ways. First, the 

proposed approach is post hoc applicable to standard SCP outputs, 
meaning that offset calculations may be based on results originally gen-
erated for different purposes. This may be beneficial for example, if ac-
cess to biodiversity data used in the SCP analysis is restricted. Second, 
targets are not needed for individual species (or other biodiversity 
features), making the assessment more straightforward. Third, the re-
duced dimensionality makes computations fast. Fourth, it is assumed 
there are pre-specified scenarios of impact and offset areas, meaning 
that scenario evaluation suffices and optimization is indeed unneces-
sary. Of course, these differences bring limitations as well. Although 
the present method is suitable for like-for-like offsets within a vegeta-
tion type, it is not suitable for strict in-kind offsetting for many species, 
as using aggregated SCP outputs can result in concealed trades.

Our example used SCP outputs for only one environment (for-
ests). If the outputs include different environments, as is commonly 
the case, it is possible that the impact and offset areas fall within dif-
ferent environment types. This can be easily overcome by restricting 
the analysis into a single environment or vegetation type. For out-of-
kind trades such restrictions may not be necessary, but care needs 
to be taken to assure that true upward trades can be made based 
on the SCP outputs, as commonly required in out-of-kind offset pro-
grammes (Bull, Hardy, Moilanen, & Gordon, 2015; Habib et al., 2013). 
In the described algorithm, the (optional) upward-trade condition 
states that, even within the same environment, the offset area needs 
to have higher conservation value or rarity-weighted richness, or 
both, than the impact area (first criteria, Figures 1 and 4) to achieve 
NNL. But the upward-trade condition can also quickly limit the op-
tions for offsetting, particularly when the area lost is of high value to 
start with. This limitation could be relaxed by allowing some pixels 
(e.g. up to 5%) to be compensated with lower values at offset site, or 
by replacing higher quality with an increased area for offsets. While 
doing so is possible, case-specific consideration will be needed. How 
much quality can be sacrificed and for what ecological cost, and 
whether trades between environments are allowed and how strictly 
values are traded up, should be an active decision. Effectively, it is a 
question of the degree of flexibility allowed versus the risks of not 
achieving policy goals (Bull et al., 2015).

Albeit an illustrative example, our analysis provides import-
ant insights to the practical challenges of avoided loss offsetting. 
Notably, even with just moderate assumptions on the realized re-
turns and time discounting, only offsets that harboured notably 
higher value, relatively mature stands and/or were of much larger in 
size than the impact site, successfully achieved NNL. These results 
highlight major difference between offsetting of young or devel-
oping managed forest versus offsetting of semi-natural or natural 
forest. Managed forest tends to retain limited structural features 
that promote biodiversity, such as mixed tree species composition, 
mixed age structure, natural hydrology and presence of mature 
trees and dead wood (Esseen, Ehnström, Ericson, & Sjöberg, 1997). 
Hence, offsetting young production forest with mature forest with 
some structural features of natural forest represents a true upward 
trade. Conversely, offsetting of semi-natural or natural forest will be 
hard, if not impossible, because all available offset areas will be of 

F I G U R E  4   Histograms of loss (HL) at the impact site (L), and 
the potential (HP), leakage-corrected (Hq), and final (HG) gains at 
the different offset candidate sites (A–F), as measured with log 
of M-values. For sites D and E, only the histogram of potential 
gains is shown, as they do not pass the first offsetting criteria of 
HP > Nh × HL. Pixels with M-values of zero do not influence the 
calculations and are not shown
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the same or lower quality as the impact area. When using avoided 
loss together with time discounting and leakage, such trades will in-
evitably require significantly larger areas to offset losses. This ob-
servation emphasizes the fact that offsetting of slowly developing 
late-successional habitats is unwise in general (Maron et al., 2012; 
McAlpine et al., 2016).

To conclude, SCP methods can provide a fast first-step assess-
ment of proposed avoided loss offsets. As spatial prioritization meth-
ods are not specific to environment, region or analysis resolution, all 
flexibility inherent to them applies to the proposed offset evaluation 
approach as well (Kujala et al., 2018; Lehtomäki & Moilanen, 2013). 
Here we used the SCP software Zonation, but the priority ranking 
and range size rarity maps utilized could have been produced via 
any other analysis path and in this sense, the proposed methods are 
completely general. Being one of the most commonly used SCP soft-
ware world-wide (McIntosh, Pressey, Lloyd, Smith, & Grenyer, 2017), 
our case study also illustrates the potential of post-processing use of 
Zonation analysis outputs.
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